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Are you looking for 
effective professional 
language services  
you can rely on?



In an increasingly interconnected world the demand for effective 
communication has never been greater. Here at thebigword we have 
developed the language services and technology to help your business 
not only cope, but thrive in this global arena. 

Whether you need to translate website content across multiple languages or you 
need a face to face interpreter in an emergency situation, we understand that the 
needs of every business are unique. As the need for language services grows, 
thebigword has the right solutions, expertise and people to deliver every single time.

400,000 face to face bookings a year lndustry-leading technology

More than 1 billion telephone interpreting 
minutes

The most secure translation platform in  
the world - HSTE

More than 256 Language combinations Serving clients across all seven continents 

14,000 professional linguists Over 90,000 localised websites

More than 50,000 documents translated  
every month

WHY THEBIGWORD?



Communicate across  
languages with ease

TRANSLATION



When communicating across multiple languages, you need translations 
you can rely upon to convey your message in the right way. From 
marketing materials through to localised software and website content, 
thebigword presents the right solutions to meet your expectations.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS DELIVERED 
FOR A GLOBAL AUDIENCE

Long-term cost savings through fast, reliable 
state-of-the-art-technology

Automated services which smoothly integrate 
with your own CMS, reducing time to market

Configurable, flexible technology to deliver 
your services, your way

Day-to-day management of your social media, 
web, email and internal communication 
translations needs

Translation and implementation of your 
marketing collateral across multiple languages



TRANSLATION 
SERVICES



Global Marketing
Whether you’re wowing a global buyer or wooing an ongoing prospect, effective communication is key. We understand 
specific markets and the subtleties of regional languages and conventions and can support you in streamlining your 
international content to engage your target audiences.

Document Translation
Whether it’s one small document translated instantly or a full translations management package for the globalisation  
of your entire catalogue, we have the service to suit your needs.

Website Localisation
As your organisation reaches out to a global audience through website and eCommerce content, personal and effective 
communication can often be lost. thebigword can help keep this personal touch by translating and localising your content  
to ensure your message is received with an impact.

Software Localisation
In a world where around 300 billion software and app downloads happen each year, getting your digital language right  
is invaluable. We can help you localise your software and tap into the thriving international apps market. 

eLearning Localisation
Make the most of your global workforce training and development initiatives by speaking to learners in their native 
language.

Legal Translation
From patents to contracts and specialist legislation, we have a network of interpreters and translators with strong legal 
backgrounds and qualifications to ensure we cater for the unique demands of your profession.

Multimedia Localisation
Amid the complex business of publishing multimedia communications in multiple markets, we can be relied on to  
manage the localisation process and get you ahead of the game. With our guidance, release day will be stress-free and 
impact will be enhanced. 

Quality Validation Services
We understand the importance of your brand’s global reputation and ensure total piece of mind with our services. Our 
Quality Validation Service (QVS) provides a full, independent audit of all your translations, guaranteeing every translation  
is fit for purpose and adheres to your house style.



TRANSLATION 
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS



Translation Management System (TMS)
Designed and created by our in-house experts, thebigword Translation Management System incorporates sophisticated 
features and Computer Assisted Translation (CAT) tools to effectively manage your entire translation process, from 
project inception to delivery.

Machine Translation Workflow
Automatic translation for your business needs. thebigword MT allows you to translate large volumes of content quickly 
and easily with intelligent technology. Following initial translation select Post-Editing to improve quality and gain future 
translation memory savings.

Crowd Sourced Translation
This easy-to-use service provides you with faster translations; handled by human linguists where you don’t require the use 
of your brand terminology and translation memory.

Highly Secure Translation Editor (HTSE)
HSTE is a patented leading solution for complete protection of your valuable content throughout the translation process. 
Impenetrable security safeguards; content, reference materials, glossaries and translation memory data at all stages of 
the translation process.

Review Tool
When a quick turnaround is required, the time for a thorough translation review can be compromised. Review Tool ensures 
you can easily integrate this stage for an efficient and thorough review, leaving your review cycle transformed for faster 
delivery and enhanced translation quality.

Translation Memory & Terminology Management
Consistent management of your translation memory and terminology delivers translation results that are perfectly aligned 
with your unique preferences. You benefit from significant cost savings and a faster turnaround with our technology 
solutions, ensuring you gain maximum return on investment to achieve the very best results.

Workflow Automation
The intelligent Workflow Automation technology ensures your project is taken through the translation process in the most 
efficient way. As a result you receive the best value for every project, delivered quickly and of the highest quality standard.

Connector Solutions
thebigword Connector Solutions unites content creation and translation, simplifying the generation of multilingual content 
for your international customers. Through thebigword Connector Solutions, your Content Management System (CMS) 
interacts directly with thebigword Translation Management System, to send content automatically for translation.



Making it easier for people to  
communicate verbally and visually

INTERPRETATION



When you are communicating with people across multiple languages, 
the reassurance of a highly skilled interpreter within your environment 
is invaluable. thebigword has the most extensive network of linguists in 
the world which means we can perfectly match your requirements such 
as security clearances, required qualifications and industry specialisms, 
ensuring we provide the best interpreter for the job and a service you  
can rely on.

INTERPRETING YOUR AMBITIONS 
FOR A GLOBAL AUDIENCE

Enable automation to drive your operations 
and deliver efficiencies

Utilise intelligent technology allowing you to 
request specific interpreter skills and attributes

Manage your bookings with real time 
management information

Configurable, flexible technology to deliver 
your services your way



INTERPRETATION 
SERVICES



Face to face Interpreting
Whether you require consecutive interpretation or simultaneous interpretation, with two linguists working together as a 
team, thebigword can provide a solution tailored to your exact requirements and ensure that nothing is lost in translation.

Telephone Interpreting
Call us anytime, day or night, and within 30 seconds we’ll search over 4,000 experienced interpreters to connect you with 
the right Linguist for the job. It’s a world-renowned service that brands and organisations rely on.

Video Interpreting
Through our Video Remote Interpreting technology you will receive the benefits of a face to face conversation, without 
waiting for an interpreter to be physically present, a truly versatile solution. With information at the touch of a button via 
our mobile applications you can help your users access the right interpreting solution for any situation.

Sign Language Interpreting
We can enable clear communication, with and between people who are deaf or hearing impaired. 

Corporate Interpreting
To make the most of business opportunities overseas, you need a reliable way to communicate. There is a choice of 
“Simultaneous Interpreting” (the interpretation is delivered at the same time as the speaker is talking) which is popular 
for large conferences, or “Consecutive Interpreting” (the interpretation is delivered after the speaker has paused/finished) 
often used for smaller gatherings and meetings.



INTERPRETATION 
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS



IMS Online Booking Management
With a 99.8% service fulfilment rate on face to face appointments, you can rely on the Interpreting Management System  
to secure the best interpreter match for your assignments.

IMS.Direct
The opportunity to manage your face to face, video remote and telephone interpreting requirements in one place is 
uniquely available through IMS Direct. This Technology provides you with a specialist interpreter booking platform,  
from which you can manage your own in-house interpreting services.

Reporting & Financial Management
The Interpreting Management System provides a wealth of reporting data on your organisational activity, so you can  
easily monitor, plan and forecast your language services.

Automated Linguist Sourcing
An interpreter plays a very trusted role, facilitating communication in a variety of circumstances and scenarios. The 
Interpreting Management System automatically searches a network of thousands of linguists to ensure that the 
interpreter you receive at your venue is the best possible match for your booking requirements.

Automated Telephone Interpreting
When your situation calls for immediate support, help is only a phone call away. Once your language preference is  
chosen, you will be connected to an interpreter within 30 seconds. Intelligent system monitoring ensures you can  
depend on a high quality of service delivery every time.

WordSynk
WordSynk is the latest powerful mobile application which enables instant access to interpreters in over 250 supported 
languages. With a simple single sign up and two click access process, including language identifier screens, you can 
connect to an interpreter within 30 seconds. WordSynk is a quick and efficient solution available 24/7, servicing all your 
telephone interpreting needs.

WordSynk Interpreter
WordSynk Interpreter is thebigword’s state-of-art interpreter application, providing an efficient, clear and seamless way  
for linguists to access interpreting assignments. This specially created app enables linguists to accept requests on the go 
and manage all their bookings efficiently and effectively. With up-to-the-minute scheduling and maps functionality, clients 
can expect prompt confirmation of bookings and the timely arrival of a qualified interpreter.



MANAGED SERVICES 



MANAGED SERVICES 
EMPOWERING GLOBAL TEAMS
By analysing your environment, processes and systems, we can go 
further than supplying language services – we can help fuel the growth 
and evolution of your organisation.

Whether you are looking to grow your global footprint through scalable hiring 
solutions, design and develop engaging, tailored eLearning courses and qualifications, 
or want greater granularity of your project management and performance, we can 
help. Through insightful predictive analytics we have the managed services in place 
to take the pressure off, ensuring you deliver on time, every time.

End to end communications management, 
from creative brief through to delivery

Fully compatible and integrated technology 
to fit in with your existing suite of 
communications, translation, interpreting  
and reporting tools

Enhanced recruitment screening for  
global staffing

 Business intelligence solutions that can  
assist you with making educated strategic 
decisions



MANAGED SERVICES  
SOLUTIONS



eLearning Design and Development
With bespoke, tailored training courses for you and your business, we can assist you with transforming your content, 
providing certification and qualifications, and ensuring your business is quality assured and fully compliant. Our in-house 
team of experts understand that one size does not fit all, so we strive to provide a tailored approach, including thorough 
testing and multilingual capabilities, to drive greater return on your investment.

Predictive Analytics
At thebigword we understand that data and insight are valuable parts of the decision making process. It is important  
to ensure that you know your supply-chain is in place to support in any of your possible ‘what-if’ scenarios. 
Our predictive analytics business intelligence solution can assist you with making educated decisions.

Staffing Solutions
Global operations can often be a challenging task for any business, from employment law to industry knowledge. 
thebigword ensures that the best candidate is selected for each role through linguist testing, as well as through our 
partnerships with training agencies to support specific training for your candidates, so they meet your exact needs.
With offices and teams located worldwide in Europe, Asia and the Americas, we have the global footprint and reach  
to find the best talent and to provide a scalable solution.



LANGUAGE SOLUTIONS 
YOU CAN RELY ON



OUR LINGUISTS

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Our network of more than 14,000 globally sourced translators and 
interpreters is second to none for its expertise, flexibility and dedication.
thebigword’s partnership with mainly freelance linguists allows us to work across more than 300 languages 
and match your business with linguists equipped unique language specialisms. 

We require most of our linguists to be mother-tongue speakers in the target language and all must undergo 
rigorous security checks.

Members of the skilled linguist community are held in high regard at thebigword and our fully resourced 
recruitment team is dedicated to sourcing, testing, training and fostering long-term relationships with them.

We consider the quality of our translation and interpreting work to 
be of paramount importance and in addition to fulfilling contractual 
requirements, operate our own cutting edge processes to guarantee it. 
Supported by state-of-the-art technology, our skilled teams monitor the quality of our service, investigate 
and resolve any problems. Our process is further strengthened through independent and expert review as 
well as regular client feedback and surveys. 

If a client raises an issue with us, we take it seriously. You will receive a response within 24 hours and a 
project manager will liaise with you and the relevant linguists to resolve the matter as quickly as possible.



We understand that everybody is different and we care about breaking 
down the communication barrier through a more personalised and 
tailored solution. The most honest way to tell you about thebigword  
is to ask our customers what they think of us...

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

Unilever
Collaboration with thebigword 

has helped to reduce  
translation costs, without 
compromising on quality. 
thebigword’s technology 

solutions are evolving quickly 
in line with our business, to 

continually build upon  
this success.

Sealed Air Corporation
We’re a global company and 
require a lot of translations  

for various materials. I’d 
definitely recommend 
thebigword to similar 

companies. Their staff are 
flexible and very good at 

working quickly.

Electrolux
Delivering products to market 

as quickly as possible is 
essential to our company. 

Previously we have struggled 
with translation issues, but 

with thebigword those worries 
have gone. We’ve saved money 
and no longer have issues with 

translations slowing down 
product launches.



Google
thebigword is a fantastic 

partner. They are 
knowledgeable about 

processes and systems, 
on top of things and very 

communicative.

DHL
thebigword team was  

very easy to work with.  
They offered great support 

and were always very  
prompt. What I appreciated 
the most was the positive  
and constructive attitude 

towards challenges.

TUV & Microsoft
Working with thebigword  

team has worked out 
excellently. Thanks to the 

hand-in-hand work, we  
were able to keep to tight 

deadlines and produce  
first-class results that has 

allowed us to deliver training  
in exactly the way we needed. 
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